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Postsecondary educatict budgeting by -Southern states

the status of formula funding in the region, and changes in ..
determinjpg annual funding- needs are exasited in' this report. Trends

tollments with amide year-to-year fluctuations Tossitle, toth
rqinigiim.mtny statei include: an overall stabilizatitt of

fontraction and expansion *within State systems, rising costs, and
increasing government oversight. While i:Ogitsecctdary systems in de
Southern Regional Education- Board states have generally established
long-range plans, a key issue as the 1580 's, approach is how to tie
budgets to these plans. A central issue to be resolved is whether
states will emphasize more quantitative 'aeons Iftraulas) cr less
quantitative Beans for fitting budgets to plans. Related concerns Of
the states ae: accommodation to differences between fixed and .

variable costs; inclusion of an increased sensitivity.tc.fifferences
among the roles of the institutions in a state system; and the ,

ability to respond efficiently and effectirely tc acre detailed
budget reviews by.state government, while saintaining budgetary
flexibility. (SW)
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ry Education in the E

4-> How do Southernistates budget for their colleges and older groups in the epopulation. es
universitiee? What is the status of formula fimding in , traditional learners tend to enroll part-time and on
the region? What Chttnges are teking.place in deter- . a less consistent basis than traditionalcollege-age'

C2I
deter-

mining annual fimding needs? These kinds of ques- students. The attendanee of oldef groups is influ-
a. the umber enced more by external 'factori, such. aeLij tions are receiving more attention

of 18 to 24 year olds declinea and enrollment growth
levels off.

While declines in postsecondary enrollment are not
expected to become pronounced until the early 1980s,

men and secondary ethication sectors have

economy and special legislation secommedelingte
their needs. Since it takes several part-time eta-
dente to generate the same income,as OM. fill -
time student, the greater, participation of older, ,.
groups not necessarily the financial -

already been hit by'decreases. According a recent effects 'of the decline in the numbers of tradi-
study of elementary and secondary schools by the tional college-age students.. (.0/' .

'men*: The Chalknge of the Corning Decade, "Enroll-
2) Both cOntraction and expansion within 'stateNational Institute of Education, Declining Enroll-

' meet dropped in 343 Oates between 1911 and 1978; ePtema
but the test of school operationatose sharply in all 50 IThile tom enrollment over an entire 'state r0,4-

during the period?, The study laid there two location, the occupational re evance of programs,
will

states at the same time. Enrollment dropped 2.3pa_ tam may some institutions Pregreme

and tuition levels affect which institutionstheories on how declining. enrollment will gain or lose. enrellnient as women, older, an

cent nationwide while costewere rising 58 Percent
may contract while others land. Factors such as

Po
education:

O That it will be highly disruiti4e to quality because
of uhmanageable .revenue phortfalle and other
problems.

OThat it will actually result in long-eought
provements through smaller classes and equalized Rhin mats
fund g.

API

Costa

pirt-time students- become Urger parts o
enrollment New kinds 'of students will tend to
.enroll in 'urban institutions, in occupationally-
linked programs', and in institutions with lower
tuition.

for higher education, regixdless of inflation,'
The report goes Or; 'to note diet recent research may increase more* than `ik ither sectors of the

challenges both of these views. It finds, instead; that .. l'ecOnomy. Higher education, Me other service sec- r
..dedining enrollment bas bad very mixed effects, tors, has not been able to increase ,productivity
and overall, has failed thus far to proveke sky rnajos . enough tiniffset increisesin salaries and benefits;
shifts in the quallq, and character of I. school this has lekto higher averige sesta per student.

'Ailen-tinalitativecimpoverae*-inereased- ad-
By the start of the 1980s, posthecondarY education ministrative and. external reporting require-

systems in tilt) NEB states will be tesponding to manta, mandatoti social programs, and remedial

eaves goverament oversyht
s4 1) OveraU stabilisation 51 eareihnents with wide Both the legislative and executive branches are.

yeer4oVesr,ifactssatiens possible Increaginet,he intensity with which their staffs
As the nthnber of 18 to 24 year olds, reaches a review budgets fortpostsecondary education sys-
plateau, any gains, in enrollments are less likely tams. Part of this increased oversight may lecluecomeaa,

from greater college-goingratee by the tradi- to the expansion and maturation of staffs How-
-tionalve group and. are more likely to come from ever most can pro babli be attributed. to' the

conditions similar to thmie. now fecal by theelemen- *and fmincial aid progratos for Itudents all point
buy and secondary schools. SeVeral of these trends to more costs year

(N, are *heady emerging in many:of the 'states:

. -



public's call for greater accountability from all basis r guiding the budgeting process. Some SAEstate programs as priorities multiply faster than state* translate their plans *,iquantitative;ter sresources. throu mathematical formulas. Other
chops g to fit their-budgtts to their. planafthro5) °Proposition 13" issue relian on lesso.intitative approaches

des

ire
tory
au-
for-
ess,

tative
agen-

As t h e 1980s approach, state g o v e r n m e n t s a r e ' / I t i i i clear that t h budgeting p r o c e d o f ashearing increased'calls for limiting taxes on per-.. :,.aged for its postsecondaryeducational*Stemsonal income and propertymajor sources of .: depen in part on the kind of authority,whicWesstate revenue. This stems in part from the publiait i in th agency. In the 14-state SREp region,feeling that governMent has grown toomiich and ... States have agencies with coordinat* Ur regulis feeding .its own further expansion. Since post- .:POwe ; agencies in five states ha :governinsecondary. ed ation is a highly discretionary
. thori . All of the coordinating

tr
ag dies rely

p
item in many state budgets, the effect May be for mul as a central part of their udgetingtotal reso s for its support to stabilize as.compe-? . while governing agencies use ese quarttition wi other: state services increas , Those stools to a lesser extent. Of die frVeigovernincommum colleges which depend larg on local ?' dies, three use some kind ofform afundmg, one usesfunding/tor support may be particularly jeopar- ;! formula-type informal guidel es, while another.dized bY"property tax restrictions. state operates without formul

,

The greater reliance on: formulas in the States
Without governing authority iiay be due'to a greaterReepOnsibilities of the State Higher , I need by the coordinating-agency to be viewedas coin-Education Agencies , , i pletely objective in budgeting by both state ?overia-
ment and the institutions For most coordinatingIn the statewidebudgetary process for higher edu-
agencies this perception is c tidal, for theygiust relycation, the way in which requests are made by higher
on the good will and coope tion of the system's in- ;education to the legislature and howthe exedutive and

, stitutions for implementa on of plait, and on thelegislative branches act on these requests arecritical.
support of the executive btanch :aid legislature, ..Of special importance is how state Systems ofpbst- rather than on governing authority. When the powersecondary education in the South are modifying their , to goVern is introduced, an agency may have More'procedures for requesting' appropriations in light. of latitude in which to build .a budgeting process that :new conditions. While the executive ,and legislathre does not depend on, mathethatical objectivity. OfProcess of acting on these requests ;is not examined, :courser a governing board :values a perception ofthe ways in which the request precess changes will equity nnd seeks it, but not necessarily throughcertainly influence these actions. The two parts ofthe . quantitative means. Since the governing board isprecessthe requesting and the grantinginteract, identified with the institutions, it does not have to beso that it is not unreasonable to find that changes in
as concerned with being neutral or reaching am objec-how higher education asks for budgets will ieflect, tive sense of equity as defined by both state govern-and also determine, the way in which government ment and the institutions. .decides what part of the request will be granted..

.. As each kind of state agency responds to thetight-State systems of postseCondary education in the Vining conditions ahead, a major issue becomelhow-South will be addressing these emerging conditions
. the state agency will mold- its budgeting proceduresin the immediate future. Mostatatrbigher_edudation

to express accurately its plan for higher education.agencies have already adopted long-range planning Will there be more reliance quantitative indeXesas Ihe primary technique to bring order to their 53rii- by adding more formula detail, or wiltless quantititterns' changing,profiles thitugh, the next decade. The tive procedures be used to finance a system's blue:more coniprehenaive:plans provideguidance for the print for orderly progress? t ,i overall role and scope of each institution in a systemas, a way to minimize unnecessary program
duplication.

..If the higher iducation_budget is tiedle-antate's-: Fo .are quantitatbkstitements that-pre.:Tong-range plan, a clear definition a institutional scribe how build a request for funding; while Main-role and also should lead to more effecti se of MP taiping b ance among a- state's institutions, proa Istiite'ilifinitneiil resources. Many states now grams, d btitlgetary functions. While many statesassessin§ ways in whichffleir budgeting procedures s':.use formulas to construct a funding request; feW useCan be modified to enable more direct fit of budgeted formulas to distribute the final appropriation. -resotirees to the planned pattern of institutional A formula calls for aspeeific amount of*neY to beroles. given for each unit producediFor instance, a formulaIn weighing changes in the budgeting request pro-' for* generating dollars for instruction in a collegecess, the state agenda; differ in their responseliAhe '.could stipulate that for every credit hour, $20.00 willbasic issue, whoie resolution will determine the kind be added, or that for certain numbers of stndento oneof budgeting to be used, concerns how a state will ; teacher will be funded at a given salary rate. Nei-.i characterize the elements of its long-range plan as a malty the rate, or the dollars per Unit, is the same

Formula Funding
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across all institutions. Institutions generate different
total dollhrs besause the number of units that are
combined with the rates, differs across institutions.

The fovmuli process can be' applied to other
budgetary\ areas besides instruction. Some of,the
simpler, formulfis determine other parts of the in-
stitutionat budget, such as academic support, student
services, institutional support, librarits, and plant
operation ,and maintenance, by. takingt percentage
of the previously established instructional total.
Other m6re complex systems of formulas .have sepa-
rate equations for each .of these other budget areas,
with different rates andikinds of units..For example,
plant maintenance may be based onthe square feet to
be maintained, and plant operation may have rates
and .usage estimatges for funding ,utility costs.
Morebver, even within a single budgetarea, there
may be more than one kind of formula. Per example,
in instruction, while, credit hour or enrolment data
will be used to "drive" the formula, Ithe rates may
vary across pr ams (separate rates for biology, his-
tory, English, tc.) or by level of instruction (e.g.,

140NTAN.4"........"

\

/ 104H0

Undergraduate, master's;, doctoral, and professional).
Within the library area;there may be different bases,
one based on enrollment and another based on
number of 'faculty, each with its own rate. Some
,States have different formulas by kind or level of

k, institution (e.g., university, senior college, two-yea
college). All formulas,,are explicit in determination o
so many dollars for a specific unit, and they may be as
detailed as desired.
\ Before turning to,the issues presented by fOrmulas
as finances and enrollments Change for post:
secondary education, it would be well to mention the
historical reasons for Using formulas. Formulas be=:
came popular during times when state systems were
growing. One nolive for a state shifting to formula
kidgeting was to insure each institution in a system.
an eqUitabfishare Of state funds for student instruc-
tion, research, ..and public service. In most cases the-
need for a systIm to make budgeting seem more ob-
jective or rational was the original reason for states
moving to a formAla procefAL Form ulas,also provided .

Otijective criteria for legislative 'and executive budget,

Figure 1
Formula Utilization -in the United State
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Non -SREB states using formulis

States not using formulas

Source: Gross, Francis M. "A Comparative Analysis of the Existing Budget Formulas Used for Justifying Budget Requests or
Allocating Fpnds for theOperating Expentfs of State-SupfoortedColleges and UniverSities." University of Tennebsee, 1973.
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to agencies in iesponding to budget re- ',. be greater as.additional rationales for funding 'are
r. ' systein's institutions. de , deyeloped. . , .

ason ftr formulas concernd the need to .

helps thislpense o adequacy by making'
ins 16vel f suppol,each year. A 'formula ,

explicit, ey elements in the budget process and flexibility to new circ'uniStanc,es, as higher ed atrqif

ther states that do not use formulas at all, or as
uch,, believe "'that their non-formulaNt less
antitatively-beise4 procedures provide eater

increasing e likelihood that, similar elements or enrollments begin to., stabiliie.
. proce will be a part of the result's.. Even during. `

atite usterity, institutions. are assured of re- 1

ceiGin least mini al base funding in relation to Sensitivity to fiieilainct Variable Costa
Marginal and'average's,Costing become subjects ofother mental concerns.

t th; formulas are now prevalent, and i concern during. a time of:.enrollment
stabiliia on or tliClineT,used by of the 14 SREB states. As of 1973; only 1

Marg0101014/ai@kagf!'khdjng.are, different way;of the remaining 36 states were using formulas (Fig?; for dediding ho* numbers Of resources should changeire 1)..- The reason for the great popularity in the
South may. be the existence of a large :number of to reflect fluctuations. in the tiumbeis of students or.

4ome other output; It is useful, to '.cdrisider the .states havin several 'Major institutions. rather th
just one large scale university. A roughanalysis re-
veals that many noh-forMula states have only one
major institution in,their public system, due either to
their low population ,(e.g., Arizona3dalio; Montana,
Wyoming) er because, of`a lacie.piutiber of private
institutions (New EnglaTid states): Formula budget-
ing seems to have grown more often in states the ;
have a larger number of sorriewhakAiMilar institu-
tions requiring state resuuross; wifich Prompts- the
need fora more objective and rational way to fund tlit
institutions with these more or less equal claims.

. ,
Current Issues in Statewide Budgeting.

of Postsecondary Education
The, prime question is how states can develop

budgeting procedures that will enable an accurate
transliition of ta state's long-range plan for guiding
postsecondary education through the new conditions
of the 1980s. .A central issue to be resolved is whether
states will emphaiize more quantitatiue means (for:
Mullis) or less quantitatibe means for fitting budgets
to plans. This resolution in turn nay depend on how
!state agencies will modify their budgeting processes
to reflect the following concerns:

1) accommodation to differences between fixed and
variable costs;

2) inclusion of an increased sensitivity to differences
among the roles of the institutions in a state
system;

3) ability Ito respond efflciently/and effectively .to
more detailed budget reviews by state govern.-
ment, 'while maintaining budgetary, flexibilityA

Adv ales of formula budgeting point out that the
reaso for adopting formula systems in the Cirst
place namely to insure adequate base support and a
fair orelitstate resources for higher.education
sti exist as a state systeln moves from growth to
stability or decline. There is a need for an objective,
rational way to budget higher education institutions
to insure fairness and adequacy among the
institutions. Ih fact, the need for objectivity may even

,

marginal and average concepts: by focusing onthe-
actual "Withers of resources needed to prodUce *Leer-
tainmumber of outcomes, rather'thait ova the costs of
those resources. Considering only vista ckiiids the
relationships of resources to outcomes, as Xifiation
increases oosts each year whether Ur not thetimbe't :

of resources increases. It is important in discussing ,

higher education funding to realize that,. because
'.fleition decreases purchasing poWer, total costs will ;
probably Continually prise even if numbers of re-
sources used remain*constant or decrease.'

.1.13 en'tollfnent chiriges, the key qtiestion in the
funding prbeessishoWshotild theVolume ofieseurces:-::
change. 4, enrollmbnt grows;',,tisin4,queroge re7,:.
sources per student to ask for addit alareginircea;
involves; determining the relationship between
original number of students and total resources) fall
kinds, calculating an average resource use for each
student, and then applying this index to each of the
additional students. Thik implies that resources Of all
Itinds will be increased at a rate identical with en:
rollment growth (A in Figure 2).

Budgeting resources to reflect enrollment changes
through application of the marginal conceitt recog-
..nizes that the number of resources does not have to
change at the same rate as the number Of students (B
in Figure 2). Without increasing their numbers, some
kinds of resources, such as hUildings, administrators,
and echiipment, can accommodate extra students
without increases in their number. Within limits,
faculty might even be asked to teach additional stu-
dente, As enrollment grows, the marginal allocation
of resources takes advantage of this potential in-
crease inresourCe productivity by identifying what
resources can acconimodate extra students withouV
increases i,n their number or at a rate of increase'tha4
is less.than thestudent growth,Fate. These resources
ark said to be fixed.

Those remaining resources, which must be in-
creased to correspond with the ,increase in enroll-
ment, are refe'rred to as variable. In determining the
totarnuMber of resources to be added to meet the
enrollment increase, only the, resources known to
Vary are included: The overall result is that the
,growth rate in the actual number of total resources

.1.k
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budgeted is less than the growth rate of enrol14nt. 3). The relationships between costs and enrollment

Whotherifesonrces are allocated on an average or changes over a' short time (one tg five' years) were
marginal bails is especially..czitical as enrollments graded on a scaleranging from completely variable to
decline. Using averages assumes, that all resouttes totally.fixed,Semi-yariable denotes that part of a cost
vary with enrollment, leading to equal rates, of de- is variable (chant* at same rate as enrollment) and
cline in number of resources and enrollment (C in part is lixed (no change as enrollment changes).
Figure ;2). The marginal basis; however, recognizes Several SUB states are revitink their formulas in

. that.some kinds of repgtirces cannot be cut back at the ways that acknowledge the existence of fixed and
same rate as enrollments decline, while others can be variable resources and associated cogs. This involves
(D in Figure 2). Overall, this leads to as
in resotirces Omni is the case in using

i. The usual way to describe the relationshi
tities of resources to enrollment, changes is
the costs of those resources. The change in the
the resources, not counting inflation, is r
enrollment change. The Indiana t ommis
Higher Education recently estimated these r

'sips for several different kinds of resources '(Figure total institutional budgets.

er decrease establishing separate forniulas for different kinds of
ages. resources, geared to bases that aye different from

fquan- enrollment. For exAmple, inost of the SREB formula
rough states use something other than enrollthent as the
osts of baseon which funds are generated for plant operation
ted to, and maintenance. Several states hate more than one
on kind of base for this single area. These prietices illus-

lation- trate that enrollment is not the only influence' on

a



A further example of how statek onthe formula
syStern of budgefing are dealing with marginal costs
conies in the area of institutional support; 'which in-
dudes such services as exeCutiit'and fiscal manage;
ment general ndministrative, logistical, and public
relations services. SeVenlbf the 12 SREB formula
states establish sliding! dollar rates per student 'for
different enrollment rangei. As enrollment grout,
the rate per student decreases. The result is that
resources in this budgetary area are increased.at a
rate lesseOthgin the rate of enrollnient increase.

The net effect of applying formula systems that
vary the relationships of different kinds ofresources

Figure 3 4*

Eptimates of the Variability of Cc/Vs by
Indianitommission on Higher Educaticin

will prepare thenaor the time when growth turns to
stability foi individual institutions or for an entire 4

'system, and'fimders questioli why. resources "should
'. 'not conie off in the same WaYthey went on.'Vresum-
. ably, these states vie able to call on exiiting pro-

cedures that have laid the basis for bUdgets to
be built on foundaiions other than enrollment.

On the other hand; ObjectiVe;fqrmidas are only one .,,,mans for adapting to !'slower growth. Two state :,;
higher edpcatiorsyalein4in the,region, which do not
rely on formura processes in 'developing their
budgets, believe that their current procedures will
serve ,as. well in stability as during grdwth. Much of
the adaptability of these procedures can be viewed as
a subjective or infornial use of marginal costing .

principles.. _ i "r ,.
'The marginal costing idea is inipleinented in. these

states by first establishing that allor at least definite
parts of last year's budget. wilt be carried over, while

',anyalgtions to. last year's 'budget will he open tto
discussion and majr'Vary. The carry-over or continuo-
infjudgiet is-usually composed of last year's budget
pl the ,,total for personnel pay increases. With this, '
as a belie, the variableipiut Ofthe budget is developed
through reference to a. variety Of -factors including .:.,

enrollment charigesrqualitative iinproveinents, new f:
and expanded programs, capital improvements, etc.
In this phase, one of the non- formula states (West
Virginia) uses rough ratko based on-enrollmept and
other percentage indicators to establish ceiling..
guidelines. North Carolina; on the other hind, col-
lects requests for- new. expenditures from each in-

1,stitutiOn,and places prioritiee oirthese requests from
the perspective of the total System, .

In arriving at a total both states emphasize
that the total will depend Only. in part on the rate, of

. enrollment change. West Virginia, which uses guide -7 ;
. lined based on enrollment changes, attemPts to reach

' a fair figure throughdisctissions with each institu-
tion.During times of increasing enrollment; this fig- -
ore may be more than last yeak's base budget'phisliay

. increases, but probably less' than that indicated '
thrbugh strict reliance on the guidelines based on
average cost per student. HoWever, for institutions
that lose enrollnient, this process alloWs for" last
year's. base budget, or at least most of it, tube main-
tinned. The enrollment-based guidelines may call for

r no increase in the ',Variable part of the budget; or
perhaps even a decrease from the last year's budget,

-not counting-inflation: But the tonCept ofMarginal
., cost, as applied through the subjective...judgments of

tie budgeters, allows that an institution losing en-
rollment cannot decrease its resources on an average
cost basis, jtist as its resources

pace
do a have to increase

at the pa of enrollment incre s... .

,n4. further. way that Mar mid costing may be
applied by state agencies to conditiOni5of no-growth
without using formulas is by tying budget increases
in the incrementalinon-continning) part of budgets
to min-enrollment related itemaChihNorth Carolina,
budget increases have been hailed 57i such factors as
newprpgrams, removalsoldefieiencies, improvement

tl

to enrollment; increase is to ptit, budgeting on a mar-
, ginalcost rather than an average cost basis. Taping

'action when enrollments are still increasing may
soften the blow of declining enrollifients.in-the years
ahead by applying the samemarginal,costing-Con,
cepts to the reverse 'situation ,when,enrollments
decline.

Thew are good reasons to believe that some re-
sowice costs whichare highly related to enrollment
-dt*ing .growth are not as sutject to _being varied.

. down0iird as enrollnAnts decline, namely these of
faculty with tenure and long -term: contracts. At the
veryleast, detailed formulas can recognize that some
resource areas .of a more fixed 'variety, such as
utilities and operation and maintenance, must de-
crease at lesser fates than enrollments. Several for-
mula states in the SREB region are taking steps that

.



r
of quality, changes Li priorities, etc. By emphasizing
not just enrollineu t various other factors as bases
for increases ov laid 'year's 'budget, 'a diverse and
credible fourea 'on for justifying future-. creases

greater 'differentiation among institutions can best
be seenin the kentucky CounCil for HigherViuca-,.
don-formula adaptation to new institutional roles. As
.part,bf instruC.tiopal formula, rates for faculeY

has been established. If efirollinents were only part.of compensation are derived by refeience to out-of-,state,
;the picture. in the growing 1970s, it is held that the ." benchmark institutions'. There 'are Rim- Roups.'of
'same should be true in the stable 1980s. " benchmark institutions, paralleling the four basic

4categoriesbx which the Council has .classifieci.each
Wile Differentiation of Institutions 4 institution's role.

As enrollinents and finkncial resources ize,, Thus, one response budgeting during stabilizing
long-range planning becomes increasingly important errrolliiient and to the. increased demand' or clearer ri

. .

as a strategic method through wivich a state system institutional 'roles may be through the use, of there. .%t
moves into the future. A key element.of these plans is detailed formulas that are Sensitive to institutional
the more detailed differentiation of the roles of each
institution in a system. But while long-range plans
may establish and keep open 'options, a system con-
stantly`Inters the future". through shorter-range.
bpdgettark; decisiond. An important 'issue is how
budgets can be tied to and reflect, .the greater detail
and differentiation of long' angei,plans, . ' current progre s toward these objectives, the nature,

People who feel .that formultrbudgeting is the beit' . mix and amount of resources needed to Make further
means of responding to stabilization argue that for- . progress, and ho'w the resources budgeted for on
mules can be sufficiently detailed tocapture the'role institution will offset.those available to cither
differeneei between system's institutions, thits . timid irl the system provides the baeis for budgetary
maintaining the valued objectivity and. visible ,ra- judgments in'these states. Thus, it.is emphasized that
tionality of a formula.; system. .. lower division English 'at' the UniVersity,,pf North

There are several Ways by which states have been 'Carolina at Chapel Hill is a very differenCdivision:
adapting formulps to effect the planned differences in _than at UNC-Asheville; and that a budget should
institutional roles: In deriving instruotional=budgets; -reflect this distinction. The reasons for the difference

. different dollar `rates are used for differe,ht disci- can be traced to-the goals, expectations, and activities
Ones, student levelq and institutional. types.. The - of the institutions and their faculty. This point of
more complex instructional' formulas have well over . .ft.view acliowledges that formulas might.,be con-
100 different instructional miss. These rates. are structecl "in enough detWil to, reflect the basiC.differ-
then applied to:the enrollment for ach category:. ences amonginstitutions, but that this would necks-
While the ObjeCtivity of the formulaldrocess insures' iitate s separate form la for the same programs in

variation's. ',o;)rimiula advocates, feel such sensitivity..
Can be quarltified,

The two non-formula states itn the region (IslOrth
Carolina and West Virginia) practice a more subjecr
tive system. of budgeting for. a more ,Flifferentiatecl
syetem. A com lex weighing' of, institutiOnal goal,

. that like categories will be funded similarly (at the each institutiona pr
same rate) when entire institutions are compared, ' one burpose of formu
institutional differences will be apparent because en- rationale for,' furiding imilar programs in institu-
rollment will ancentrate in different programs ac- tions iu a system.-

. roes institutions. Total costs will vary because fund-

tics that would seem to'deny
4 , which is to provide a-single.

ing follows those enrollment differences. Budget Review , .
In addition to instruction,, some current formulas

also differentiate institutions with respect to the re-
search and library functions, Kentucky and Texas
employ distinct formulas for generating some state,
support for individual faculty research. 'The fOrmula
generates an "institutional complexity, factor" by
weighting and combining enrollment in three differ-.

-eat categories of disciplines. This complexity' faptor
irates the degite of research orientation .in the
institution. The index is multiplied by (a) total fa-
culty compensation and (b) sponsored reseacchfunds,
in the institution.

Further examples of how a formu4a can be sensitive
to .institutionalifferendes are provided. by the
Florida and Virginia library formulas. In part,:
Florida relates budgets for new volumes to the
number of graduate programs. Virginia categorizes

_its institutions into three groups and establishes a
distinctive formula for staffing its reitarch l ,

universities. r
Perhaps. the capacity of formulas to reflect the

. -

The 1970s have been notable for a pronounced in- .
tensification of legislative and executive reviews of
budgets. As t e 1980s' approach, state governnient :
staffs will bec me even more,adept at.budget review,
and postsecondary education syjitenis will becomflet-
ing even more strongly for state-resources, with the
added inindicap of a decreased rate of -enrollment
growth. . i ..

.

There are two' kinds of budget reyiews--One
emphasizing the justification of-requests, the other t
centering on audit. of actual 'expenditures (account-
ability). Until now, budget review in postsecondary

. education conducted by the legislative or executive
branches has' focused on the requesting phase. How- ,
ever, it is felt by some that, i113. resources -tighten
'statewide and prioritieemouit there will be pies-
sure for state government to auditactual expenditure
details. Most would agree that there is apoint#at
which. accountability turns into control and

, threatens institutional autonomy. While that. point
may no$ be 'Precisely known (and perhaps changes



with the tithes), it is felt that igiteWide planning and
budg4ing procedures should include same . safe-

. guards of institutional autonomy.
In defining hbw or what budgeting procedures best

allow for these twin needs for institutional autonomy
and accountability to state governtherrt, it is useful
again to assess the differences between states that'
use formulas and states that do not States using
formulas see them as providing criteria which are
clear, rational and objective for request' purposes.
This objectivity may be seen to benefit state govern-
ment and institutions alike.

Of :course, it is pOssible that procedures used to
request budgets could 'also be used to review actual

4 ' expenditures. It' i true that in most states which use
formUlas there is no expectation or requirementthat
the dollars generated by formula be allocated accoid-

. ing to the detailed categories of the formulas. How-.
1. ever, it is Pointed out that the potential is there for

... budget reviavers to call for an accounting of the ,

., formula-generated .dollarsusing. the:formula

.1n
categories Virginia, for example, there have been
moves by t e executive branch to improve the m.a.tch
between actual faCulty positions filled 'at a certain
salary_level with the numbei of positiona g
by the formula across the state system. . . .

.. While coordinating -type 'agencies. usually do not
have the authority. to authorize/1o* the nionerWill
be spent, governing agencies do. The state agencies
with governing authority which do not use'formulas
feel that they already are required to exhibit, a high

ce., level of corresponden betty en asking and spending
\ budicto, without introducing; er detail through
formulas. In. North Carblini, there is mreattral of
control .as budgeti 'are Prepared and expenditirea
*viewed' according to th:. line. Hein and'prograin ,

detail. In.addition, the U ve 4,it.y of North Carqlina
System-is expected to send beat any funds not spent
on the speciffo item budgeted. This correlation be-
hvfeen budgets and expenditures presents a very
different basis with whichto approach the increase .in

. .
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budget review activities ahead. Against this _

background,Noith Carolina andWest Virginia, with
governing agencies, view.formulas as proYiding only
another potential layer of.budget detail, for review.

Conclusion
.

As state systems of postsecondary 'education ap-
proach a decade of relatitre stability in enrollment
and fmances, ways must be found to maintain quality
and support at effective levels. Certainly, long-range
planning is the overall basis for guiding.higher
cation through the pei.iod ahead, While AateWi

, systems have .generally established long-ran
plans, a key issue at the 19808 approach *conies one
hf how to tie budgets to these plans; for it is the budget
Which gives life to a plan: Given the structure and
uthority of their educational systems, each state
must continue to refine itil budgetingprocedures to fit
more detailed long-range plans, decreased rates of ' ,

enrollment grTwth, and more intensive reviews of,
budgets. ,
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